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Law School Report
Baldy Center for Law & Social Policy

Policing the aliens
‘Crimmigration’ conference looks at
criminal treatment of immigrants

T

he war on drugs. The
war on terror. As
governments bring
law enforcement resources to bear on
these threats to public security,
crime control has increasingly
come to target immigrants to
the United States, some observers say.
“Crimmigration” is the
catchall term for the trend in immigration law and policy reforms that adopt a criminally
punitive approach to managing
non-citizens. These reforms include detaining certain classes
Nora Demleitner, Hofstra University.
of removable aliens; local police
being called on to enforce federal immigration laws; expedited removal of undocumented
workers; and the deportation of
so-called “criminal” aliens.
An ambitious conference on
April 28 and 29, “Merging Immigration and Crime Control: An
Interdisciplinary Workshop,”
brought a wide variety of scholars and clinicians to O’Brian
Hall to discuss aspects of this legal trend. Organized by UB Law
Professor Teresa Miller and a
colleague from Hofstra University, Nora Demleitner, the conference was held under the auspices of the Baldy Center for
Law and Social Policy. Miller’s
Professor Teresa Miller, UB Law School.
research has focused on prisons
and the policies of mass incarceration that are responsible for prison
interest centers on the development of
expansion and the burgeoning numinternational adoption as a social and
bers of people incarcerated in the Unitlegal institution. Among the visiting pared States. Her interest in incarceration
ticipants were scholars from Rutgers
has led her to research the growing
University, the University of California
prevalence of detention as a policy
at Berkeley, Boston College, Washingwithin the immigration system.
ton University in St. Louis and the UniAlso presenting was UB Law Profesversity of Toronto.
sor Johanna Oreskovic, whose research
A sampling of the discussion:
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Stephen Legomsky of Washington University in St. Louis,
author of the standard textbook
Immigration and Refugee Law
and Policy, described how society’s perceptions about criminals and deportees have become “increasingly negative
and intertwined.” Legomsky
noted “uncanny similarities between deportation and criminal
law,” and said enforcement of
immigration laws has moved
from the Immigration and Naturalization Service, its traditional
home, to the Department of
Homeland Security as fears over
foreign-born terrorists proliferate.
Randall Shelden, an expert
in criminal justice at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, gave
a historical perspective by discussing Executive Order 9066 –
the World War II-era move to
intern Japanese-Americans.
“Throughout American history,” he said, “one of the objects of the criminal justice system is social control – securing
or maintaining or perpetuating
the status quo, and reinforcing
racial and class inequalities.”
For example, he said, drug laws
have tended to assign the
harshest penalties for the use of
drugs “used mostly by immigrants and those in the lower
classes.” Shelden also described
a “symbiotic relationship among the
prison system, courtroom interests and
political interests” – what he called the
prison-industrial complex.
Michael Welch, sociologist at Rutgers
University, argued that “it is unfair to
use deportation proceedings to achieve
aims of crime control, because deportation lacks significant constitutional pro-

tections.” But, he said, such proceedMissouri School of Law discussed the
Macri, who has studied conditions in
ings are “useful for government authori- role of local governments in enforcing
New York State prisons, said, “I believe
ties because they bypass constitutional
immigration laws. She noted that Conin the very near future we will see a
guarantees that exist under criminal
gress has passed laws that prohibit local grand expansion of immigration detenlaw.”
governments from telling their employtion facilities.” A subsidiary of the HalJonathan Simon of Boalt Hall Law
ees to withhold information about their
liburton Corp., for example, has won a
School at the University of California at
immigration status, in effect saying to
federal contract to build facilities that
Berkeley, appearing by video link, gave these governments, “You cannot have a will accommodate up to 40,000 illegal
a historical tour of the 20th century and
law that prevents your employees from
aliens by 2008.
told how public policy toward illegal
cooperating with us.” Nearly 50 cities
She noted that detention of aliens is
immigrants shifted from a rehabilitation
and towns have tried to limit this coopadministrative, not judicial, in nature. “It
or correctional model to a crime-control eration, she said: “I call these local laws
is not punishment; it is not sentencing.
model. “Since the 1960s,” he said, “the
non-cooperation laws, because their ef- The problem I have is with an individwar on crime has reshaped the mentali- fect is to limit the authority of local poual who asks, ‘When am I getting out of
ty of governance across the board.” Belice, hospital workers and teachers to
here?’ And the answer is, ‘I do not
ginning in the mid-1990s, he said,
cooperate with law enforcement. The
know, unless you want to get out of
“criminal alien
here really fast,’” i.e.
statutes” were beefed
through deportation.
up, local autonomy
UB Law School’s
over immigrants was
Johanna Oreskovic,
replaced by a more
spoke at length about
rigid national policy,
the trafficking in chiland prisons increasdren for adoption.
ingly have been used
“International adopas “a tool of incapacition tend to follow
tation or removal.”
war, crime, poverty
“After 9/11,” he
and social disruption,
said, “the war on terso countries that have
ror has been little
the least infrastructure
more than a continuafor regulating what
tion of the war on
children become
crime. The governavailable for adoption
ment wanted to treat
are targeted,” she
it as a crime problem
said.
without any law get“International
ting in the way.”
adoption agencies are
Juliet Stumpf of
essentially businesses,
Lewis & Clark Law
and huge amounts of
School noted that
money are trans“immigration law enferred, very little of
forcement agencies
which goes to the
Foreground, Maartje van der Woude, Leiden University School of Law.
have come to look a
sending country, very
lot like criminal law
little of which goes to
enforcement agenbenefit children recies,” with the power to make arrests
majority of these laws were passed after maining behind. This creates a black
and execute warrants. “There is still an
9/11, when the federal government was market situation in which large profits
enormous gap between constitutional
pushing for local governments to get in- are being made by intermediaries.”
law as it relates to immigrants and the
volved in immigration law enforceThe existence of such a market, she
constitutional rights of criminal defenment.”
said, is “indicative of a much broader
dants. The Fifth and Sixth amendments
Local governments, she said, resist
failure to adopt regulations on the fedreally do not apply in the immigration
cooperating with federal immigration
eral level to control these adoptions.
context.”
authorities because that works against
There is no federal crime for trafficking
As well, she said, “race and national
such valuable tools as community polic- in children for purposes of adoption.”
origin are treated quite differently in the ing – “I cannot do this if my community
The conference featured timely and
two areas. In the immigration context,
thinks I’m going to report them to the
provactive discussion with a large audithey can be a factor in, for example,
INS.” There is also concern, she said,
ence. “By naming and investigating the
when an immigration agent can stop
that immigrants will not go to hospitals
legal trend of ‘crimmigration,’ Miller and
somebody. That is something that is ex- when they have medical problems, and her colleagues have pinpointed a cruplicitly not permitted in criminal prowill keep their children out of school
cial new area of legal scholarship and
ceedings.”
out of concern they will be deported.”
advocacy,” commented Baldy director
Huyen Pham of the University of
UB Law Adjunct Professor Joanne
Lynn Mather.
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